
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The connection between the United States and 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) has been 

fluctuating for quite a long time. Numerous thought processes 

turn into the viewpoints which influence the relationship to 

here and there and the majority of them identified with the 

belief system of liberal and furthermore human right 

infringement issues. For instance the instances of human right 

misuse which occurred in DPRK under Kim's administration. 

The issues of human right in DPRK a few turns into the target 

focus of United States to spread the liberal idea of states to 

have flexibility for its kin on the grounds that these issue has 

related each other 

Each time when there is a moving of government, 

remote strategies likewise turns took after by the sort of 

regulation which the following government executes amid 

times of organization. Early circumstances of government 

moving turn into the basic minute when there was a difference 

in remote strategy with respect to universal issues. Amid the 

season of Barack Obama retirement and took after by 

substitution by Donald Trump, huge changes of United States 

outside approach felt in high strain particularly in identified 

with military and security remote arrangement 

DPRK atomic weapon program brought numerous 

reaction from the global group. This issue brought numerous 

multilateral-reciprocal and global administrations ways to deal 

with tackle this issue and the United States as an essential 

performing artist who has watched and straightforwardly 

includes on the advancement has a basic part on it. Joined 

States remote arrangement has a control of determiner on 

DPRK atomic approach. What's more, on United States 

regulations from the presidents have huge commitments on 

United States approach on DPRK to determine this issue. 

 



Each time when there is a moving of government, 

outside strategies additionally turns took after by the sort of 

tenet which the following government actualizes amid times of 

organization. Early circumstances of government moving turn 

into the basic minute when there was a difference in outside 

arrangement with respect to worldwide issues. Amid the 

season of Barack Obama retirement and took after by 

substitution by Donald Trump, noteworthy changes of United 

States remote approach felt in high strain particularly in 

identified with military and security outside strategy 

By this purposeful trial of the missile, these activities 

set off the United States into on more advance forward 

activities. Also, since the change of Barack Obama has an 

enormous effect on United States arrangement by Donald 

Trump, the military capacities turned into the one of the 

levelheaded instrument as the readiness of most noticeably bad 

plausibility. Under Donald Trump organization now the 

United States is acting forcefully and more exceptional 

activity which could be as a trigger of long terms and lethal 

clash. 

DPRK has been getting to be an essential 

consideration in the United States as far as security since the 

primary DRK atomic weapon program established. Choices 

have implemented by the United States to lessen the strain 

began with the delicate energy of tact until military aggression 

and sent troops into ROK. Joined States appears to be 

debilitated by the current of DPRK atomic weapon, as well 

conduct of DPRK itself which incorporated into global 

administrations as well multilateral resolutions.  

In contemporary times of the United States and DPRK 

connection, the United States Under Donald Trump committed 

to utilizing "rage" as a sensible choice to counter DPRK 

atomic program which officially debilitated the United States 

specifically. Donald Trump affirmed that it is better for DPRK 

to act obediently on the worldwide group and endeavor to 



keep away from the struggle with the United States if DPRK 

truly a sense of duty regarding stay away from weapons 

contact. The hostile movement of United States to DPRK 

atomic weapon has lead Donald Trump to dissatisfaction with 

discretionary methodologies with specific states and 

aspirations of Donald Trump to make circumstance of DPRK 

in detachment as a type of duty on how United States act to 

DPRK. 

Based from the research was found that the United 

States aggresive reaction under Donald Trump administration 

was trigger with the behaviour of DPRK which has dynamic 

and bias commitment to cooperate in nuclear weapon control. 

Donald Trump in his early administration has to face the high 

tenion of DPRK nuclear weapon and in the same time Donald 

Trump’s experiences on deal with diplomatic affair still need 

to develop, as resulted Donald trump took action of military in 

order to force DPRK down and stop its nuclear weapon. 

To follow and continue this research needs to observe 

the dynamic behaviour of DPRK in long term and also 

specifically observe United States reaction which in this case 

as the dependent responsive states and follow DPRK nuclear 

timeline to take an action.  

This research contribute to analyze the early 

administration of Donald Trump in term of his reaction 

towards DPRK nuclear weapon program and this research is 

compitable to analyze the dynamic one year of United States 

and DPRK relationship in term of nuclear weapon under 

Donlad Trump administration. This research also has potential 

to become sources of next research and as a foundation for 

following research.  

 


